CH20X24 - Narrow Combo Cabinet - one file / one 6” drawer
A '20 Series' Narrow Cabinet
CH20X24 features one standard 6" deep
media or general purpose drawer and one
12" deep hanging file drawer, which
supports letter or legal hanging files.
Both drawers have a capacity of 100 pounds,
so if it fits, it's ok. The 6" drawer will hold
135 CDs in jewel cases or 60 DVDs/Blu-ray
in standard movie boxes. It will also hold 270
discs in slimlines or over 500 discs in sleeves.

File Cabinet And Media Cabinet
This is a very popular module. Use it in
a stack of narrow cabinets, outfit it with
wheels for a mobile side cabinet or
configure your desk around it.
CH20XX24 is the narrow version of
CH2D20, and just like its big brother, it
is great alone, but it's even better when
used in a configuration with other
modules. This cabinet is part of the '20
Series' of cabinets. Stack it with any
other narrow Can-Am cabinet or line it
up with any cabinet in the '20 Series' for
a configuration that meets your needs.
Take two and add a desk top and 6” legs
for a great computer or laptop desk!

Narrow cabinets are just like our standard cabinets - but narrower! Our 2 feet wide cabinets complement the standard 3 feet
wide cabinets, providing the flexibility to reach virtually any width or fill any space. How wide do you need your setup or TV
stand? Four feet? Five? Six? Seven? Even eight or nine feet? No Problem! Narrow cabinets line up beside our standard width
cabinets, but can only stack on top of other narrow cabinets.
Matching Cabinets
These cabinets are sized like CHD20X24
- useful when designing configurations
that meet at a certain height.
FC20X24

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 60 lb
Cabinet Dimension: 23.5" W x 20.5" H x 20" D
6" Drawer: 20" W x 6" H x 18” D
File Drawer: 20" W x 12" H x 18" D
Weight Capacity: 100 lb per drawer
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat in any of 18 colors.

M3D20X24

M2D20X24

CABINET FEATURES
- Safety interlocking drawers prevent tipping
- Key lock for added safety and security
- Heavy duty full-extension ball bearing sliders - for total access
- Includes hardware for connecting cabinets when stacking
- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the cabinet off the
floor. The levelers rest in dimples for positioning when stacking
- File cabinet and media cabinet - all in less than two feet.

OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / TOPS/ LABEL HOLDERS / INDEX / DIVIDERS & BACKSTOPS
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